Buildings of Lamiasar
ture by Hulagu. There are shards of pottery by the thousand
lying about on the ground, all of an early kind such as are
found at Alamut also; but of the eighteenth-century ware
which witnesses to the later existence of the Rock of Alamut,
Lamiasar showed not a trace.
The chief building seems to have been right at the top, below
the north gate. It covered a space about 100 feet by 85 feet,
and there are twelve long narrow rooms facing to the east,
with a tower in the south-eastern corner. The southern part
of this building is the best preserved, and still has its doors with
pointed arches leading from either end into a passage, and doors
opening on each side into rooms 6 yards long by 2 yards wide,
vaulted, with very rough windows, and with places for bolts
visible in the stone. The thickness of these walls is 3 feet
10 inches. It is all very clumsy work, and part of it composed
of enormous stones or, rather, boulders.
Along the outer ramparts no buildings are left standing
except part of two small towers on the western side, built of
much smaller stones than the keep above, and with two
rounded niches and small pointed windows still left intact.
The windows have no keystone, but a tongue of mortar
instead, and looked to me more recent than the great blocks
higher up. The general level of the ground does not seem
to have altered much, for the drainage holes visible on the
outer face of the rampart are still in their proper places accord-
ing to the present level.
Besides tie more modern buildings, there are vaulted rooms
here and there half buried in the middle of the enclosure, and
doubdess a very little digging would restore the original plan
of the fortress. The most interesting part of it at present is
its arrangements for water, which can still be clearly traced.
The leat from Viar came down to the castle along the northern
neck and was received into rectangular cisterns, about 6 by 2

